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The point-open type, pot(X), of a space X is defined to be the least ordinal u such that the 
point-picker has a winning strategy in the point-open game of length cz. We establish the basic 
properties of pot(X), show that pot(X)s w, for each hereditarily Lindelof space X, characterize 
those subsets X of the real line Iw for which pot(X) < w*, give assuming the continuum hypothesis 
an example for each II G w of a set X c W with pot(X) = w. n, and discuss the question of what 
values of pot(X) are possible for Xc Iw. 
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Martin’s axiom 
If X is a space and cr an ordinal, the point-open game G,(X) on X is a two-person 
game of length (Y defined as follows: at stage p < (Y, player P chooses a point xp E X, 
and then player 0 chooses an open neighborhood 0, of x6. P wins if X = UPC, 0,. 
Obviously, for any X there are ordinals a such that P has a winning strategy in 
G,(X); we define the point-open type ofX (pot(X)) to be the least such ordinal. 
For convenience, we define pot(0) = 0. Henceforth, unless explicitly stated otherwise, 
“type” will abbreviate “point-open type”. The major purpose of this paper is to 
study pot(X) for subsets X of the real line R. The reason for the restriction is the 
greater intrinsic interest in this case, and connections with classical “small” subsets 
of Iw. However, if a generalization (e.g., to metric spaces, Lindelijf spaces, etc.) can 
be proved without too much trouble, we will often state and prove the more general 
theorem. 
The game G,(X) was introduced by Galvin and has been studied extensively 
(see [4, 5, 8, 15, 161). Telgarsky [15, pp. 203-2041 has shown that if a space X has 
countable pseudocharacter, i.e., the points of X are G,-sets, then P has a winning 
strategy in G,(X) iff X is countable. Since for Tr -spaces it is obvious that for n < o, 
pot(X) = n iff IX]= n, we can restate this result in terms of point-open type as follows: 
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Theorem (Telgarsky). IfXhascountablepseudocharacter, then pot(X) = o zylX] = w. 
For subsets X of R it is easily shown that pot(X) is never greater than wi: 
Theorem 1. If X is hereditarily LindeliiJ; then pot(X) c 0,. 
Proof. P’s winning strategy in G,,(X) is simply to choose at stage (Y a point x, not 
yet covered by O’s choices, if possible. It will not be possible for P to make such 
a choice for every cr < wr , for otherwise {x, . - (Y < w,} is a non-Lindelof subset of X. 
Hence P must have won the game at some stage prior to wr . 0 
Remark. One easily sees that the following generalization of Theorem 1 is true: If 
X is hereditarily K-Lindelof, then pot(X) s K+. 
What subsets X of R can have point-open type strictly less than w,? The next 
result, also easy, shows that such X must be a C” set, that is, for each sequence 
(sn : n E w) of open covers of X, there is a sequence (G, : n E w), with G,, E s,,, such 
that lJn G, covers X. 
Theorem 2. If pot(X) < w, , then X is a C” set. 
Proof. Suppose pot(X) = LY < w1 , but X is not C”; let (sn : n E o) be a sequence of 
open covers of X witnessing this. Let f: (Y + w be l-l. At stage /3 < LY, 0 should 
choose an open set from 3f(pj ; this is a winning strategy for 0, which is a 
contradiction. I3 
Since the Cantor set 2”’ is not C”, we see that pot(2”) = wr . This result easily 
generalizes to higher cardinals. 
Theorem 3. pot(2”) = K+ for each injinite cardinal K. 
Proof. Since 2“ has a basis of cardinality K, it is hereditarily K-Lindelijf. By the 
remark following Theorem 1, pot(2”) c K+. If (Y < K+, let f: cy + K be one-to-one. If 
$ is P’s Pth choice in G,(2”), let 0 choose 
{x E 2”: XV(P)) = ~~((f(P))]. 
It is easy to check that this wins for 0 in G,(2”). It follows that pot(2”) = K+. q 
A metric space X has strong measure zero if for each sequence (Q, &r, Ed, . . .) 
of positive numbers, there is an open cover { U, . *n~w}ofXsuchthatdiam(U,,)<~,. 
Metric C” sets have strong measure zero. Laver [lo] constructed a model in which 
every strong measure-zero subset of [w is countable, and Carlson (see [12, Theorem 
9.61) showed that if all strong measure-zero subsets of R are countable, then all 
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strong measure-zero metric spaces are countable. Thus in this model, no metric X 
has o <pot(X) < w,. Under other assumptions, as we shall see, there are metric 
spaces X with w <pot(X) < w, . 
We note here that a strategy u for player P in G,(X) may be regarded as a 
function from T<~ into X, where T is the topology of X and T<~ is the set of all 
sequences from 7 of length less than (Y. 
At this point, it will be convenient to establish some basic facts. 
Theorem 4. (a) If Y is a closed subset ofX, then pot(Y) s pot(X). 
(b) Let (T be a winning strategy for P in G,(X), let p < CY, and suppose { Uv}v<p 
is a sequence of plays by 0 with P using u. Then pot(X\Uy<p U,) s cr - /?. 
(c) Zff: X + Y is a continuous surjection, then pot(Y) c pot(X). 
(d) Iff: X + Y is a closed, finite-to-one, continuous surjection and pot( Y) is a limit 
ordinal, then pot(X) = pot( Y). 
(e) If a is a limit ordinal and pot(X,) s (Y for each n E w, then pot(U,, X,,) s (Y. 
(f) If X is a T,-space and 1x13 2, then pot(X“‘) 2 w,. 
Proof. (a) Suppose Y is a closed subset of X. Let o be a winning strategy for P in 
G,(X), where (Y = pot(X). Define a winning strategy for P in G,(Y) as follows. 
At stage 0, P chooses the point that was chosen at stage 0 in the game G,(X) if 
this point is in Y; otherwise P chooses any point in Y. Say 0 covers this point by 
B,. Let U, be open in X such that B, = U, A Y. If the point that P chooses at stage 
0 in the game G,(X) is not covered by U,, let V,, be an open subset of X\ Y 
containing this point; otherwise let V,= U,. Now at stage 1, P chooses v(( U,u V,)) 
if this point is in Y; otherwise P chooses any point in Y. Say 0 covers this point 
by B, . Let U, be open in X such that B, = U, n Y. If (T(( U,u V,)) is not covered 
by U,, let V, be an open subset of X\ Y covering it; otherwise let V, = U, . At stage 
2, P chooses a(( U,,u V,, U, u V,)) if this point is in Y; otherwise P chooses any 
point in Y. Continue in this way for each stage p < (Y. Then since (T(( U, u Vy),,<P) E 
UP u V, for each /3 < CY, we have a play in G,(X) according to the winning strategy 
o, and so Upca (U, u V,) =X; clearly Up<, U, 2 lJpCe BP = Y, and so P also 
wins the corresponding play in G,( Y). 
(b) Let 6 = (Y -p and Y = X\l_lv+ U,. Use u to define a winning strategy for 
P in Gs( Y) in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 4(a). That is, at stage 0, 
P chooses a(( Uv),,<p) if this point is in Y; otherwise, P chooses any point in Y, etc. 
(c) Suppose f: X + Y is a continuous surjection. Let v be a winning strategy for 
P in G,(X), where (Y = pot(X). Define a winning strategy for Pin G,( Y) as follows. 
Let x0 be P’s first choice in G,(X), and let f(x,,) be P’s first choice in Ga( Y). Say 
0 covers f(x,J by B,; then xoEf-I(&,). Let f(a((f-'(B,J))) be P’s next choice in 
G, ( Y); it is easy to see how to continue and to see that P wins such a play in G, ( Y). 
(d) Suppose f: X + Y is a closed, finite-to-one continuous surjection. Let u be 
a winning strategy for P in G, ( Y), where cy = pot( Y). Define a winning strategy 
for P in G,(X) as follows. Let x,, be P’s first choice in G,(Y). It is easy to see that 
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if we modify the game G,(X) to allow P to choose finitely many points at each 
stage, we have a game equivalent to the original. So let f-‘(x,,) be P’s first choice 
in G,(X). Say 0 covers f-‘(x,,) by &. Since f is closed, there is an open set U, 
containing x,, such that f-‘( U,) = B,,. Let f-‘(cr( U,)) be P’s next choice in G,(X); 
it is easy to see how to continue and that P wins such a play. Thus pot(X) s pot( Y); 
equality now follows from Theorem 4(c). 
(e) If (Y is a limit ordinal, then (Y = lJ {A,, : n < w}, where the A, have order type 
(Y and are disjoint. Now P wins in Ga(U,, X,) simply by playing a winning strategy 
for G,(X,,) at the stages in A,. 
(f) This follows from Theorem 4(a) and the fact that X”’ contains a closed copy 
of the Cantor set. 0 
Recall that for subsets A and B of some space, A is concentrated about B if every 
open set containing B contains all but countably many elements of A. It is well 
known that assuming the continuum hypothesis (CH), there exists an uncountable 
AC R which is concentrated about a countable set B (see e.g. [ll, Lemma 5.21). 
Uncountable sets of reals concentrated about a countable set exist in many other 
models as well (see e.g. [12]), but such do not exist in any model of MA+CH, 
because every subset of R of size o1 in such a model has the property that all of 
its subsets are relative Gs-sets (see e.g. [3, Corollary 23B]). Relationships between 
concentration properties of X and pot(X) are given in Theorem 5. 
Theorem 5 (a). Let X be a second countable T,-space. Then pot(X) = w * 2 iff X is 
uncountable and is concentrated about some countable subset of itself: 
Proof. Suppose pot(X) = w. 2. Then X is uncountable by Telgarsky’s theorem. 
Indeed the proof that X is concentrated about a countable subset is, as we will see, 
similar to the proof of Telgarsky’s theorem. Let CT be a winning strategy for P in 
Go.2(X): that is, for each sequence ( Up)p<, of plays, where CY < w. 2, if P plays 
g(( Up)p<,), then P wins. Let 5% be a countable base for X. We claim that X is 
concentrated about the countable set 
D = {g(( u,, . . . ) U,)): nEW,and UiE$Bfori<n}. 
Let U be open such that U 3 D. Then 0 can always choose U,, E 53 with U,, c U 
at stage n for each n E w. By Theorem 4(b) and Telgarsky’s theorem, X\l_J,,, U,,, 
and hence X\U, must be countable. 
To prove the converse, suppose X is uncountable and is concentrated about a 
countable subset A = {x, : n E w}. Then if P picks x, at stage n, only countably many 
points remain uncovered at stage w. Hence pot(X) c w. 2. To see that P cannot win 
before stage w * 2, consider a strategy w for P and the set D c X as defined in the 
previous paragraph. Then 0 can make sure P does not win by stage w + k for any 
given k E w by picking a set C, c X\ D of cardinality k + 1, and choosing sets U,, E 93 
at stage n < w such that U, n C, = 0. 0 
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In the same manner, one shows: 
Theorem 5 (b). Let n < w. A second countable T, -space X has type o . (n + 1) if n is 
the least such that there is a countable D in X such that the complement of every open 
set containing D has point-open type SW * n. 
Examples (CH). For each n s w, there is a subset X,, of Iw such that pot(X,,) = w * n. 
Construction. Assume we have X,, for some n < o. Let {U, : a <a~,} be the open 
supersets of the rationals Q, and inductively choose copies K, of the Cantor set 
such that K, = f7p<ol Up\(Up<, KP u Q). For each (Y, let Y, be a subset of K, of 
type w. n. Then it is easy to see that Qu lJa<w, Y, has type w. (n + 1). 
TogetasetXoftypew~w=~~,letZ,~(n,n+l)besuchthatpot(Z,)=w~n, 
and let X=u{Z,,: nEw}. 0 
We can now see that the type of a subspace, if it is not closed, may be greater 
than the type of the space. For example, Rothberger [13] constructed, assuming 
CH, a subset Y of Iw which is concentrated about the rationals Q, but is not 
concentrated about any countable subset of itself. Thus pot(Q u Y) = w. 2, while 
pot( Y) > w . 2. Separable metric examples of this phenomenon do not exist in Laver’s 
model, but the one-point compactification of an uncountable discrete space shows 
that for abstract spaces, it can easily happen in ZFC. 
Theorem 6. For any T,-space X, pot(X) G pot(X’). If X is also second countable and 
w <pot(X) < w2, then pot(X’) > pot(X). 
Proof. The first statement is immediate from Theorem 4(a) and the fact that X x {x} 
is closed in X2 for any x E X. 
Assume the hypotheses of the second statement, and suppose pot(X’) = pot(X) = 
w. (n + 1) for some n E w. By Theorem 5(b), there is a countable set C c X2 such 
that the complement of any open set containing C has type SW * n. Choose x E X 
such that (X x {x}) n C = 0. Then U = X”\(X x {x}) is an open set containing C, 
but pot(X2\ U) = w * (n + I), so we have a contradiction. 0 
Other than Theorem 6, we have not found much of a correlation between pot(X) 
and pot(X’). Sierpinski (see, e.g., [12, Theorem 8.51) constructed under CH a Lusin 
set X such that the irrationals are a continuous image of X2. (A Lusin set is a set 
X c Iw such that for every set M that is the countable union of nowhere dense sets, 
X n M is countable.) A Lusin set is concentrated about any dense subset of itself, 
and hence pot(X) = w . 2. Now pot(irrationals) G pot(X’), and the irrationals do 
not have strong measure zero, so pot(X’) = w, . On the other hand, Michael [ 11, 
Lemma 5.21 constructed under CH a set Yc [w with the property that there is a 
countable B c Y such that Y” is concentrated about Y”\( Y\B)” for each n < w. 
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Now Y2\(Y\B)2=(YxB)u(Bx Y), and YxB=U,,, Yx{b}; thus pot(Yx 
B) = w . 2. Similarly, pot(B x Y) = w f 2, so pot( Y’\( Y\B)2) c w * 2. If P plays 
Gw.3( Y’) by first using a winning strategy in Gw.2( Y’\( Y\B)2), then at stage w. 2, 
0 has covered all but countably many points of Y2, so P can easily win. Thus 
w.2spot(Y)<pot(Y2)sW. 3, and hence pot( Y’) = w. 3. By induction one can 
similarly show that pot( Y”) = w. (n + 1). Note also that (lJn,,, Y”)‘= 
U n,m,O (Y” x Y”) = Un,m,O (Y”+“‘) and so pot((U,,o Y”j2) = pd._.h Y”) = w2, 
but that wr = pot((X u lJn,O Y”)‘) > pot((X u lJn,,, Y”)) = w2, where X is Sier- 
pinski’s Lusin set and the topology on the indicated unions is the topological sum 
of the topologies of the terms. (Note that Michael’s Y gives other examples of sets 
of type SW . n, n S w.) 
To summarize what we have seen so far about possible types of subsets of the 
real line, we know that the type of any such X is c w, , pot(X) = w if and only if 
X is countable, and there can be (in some models of set theory) sets having type 
w .2, w . 3,. , . ) w2. This leads us to a couple of natural questions. One question is 
the existence of infinite successor types. 
Question 1. Let Xc Iw be infinite. Can pot(X) be a successor ordinal? 
Note that our characterization of those X for which pot(X) = w. n shows that 
there are no successor types between o and w2. This observation makes our next 
question probably the more interesting one-at least, settled one way, it settles 
Question 1 as well. 
Question 2.’ Can there be a subset X of (w with w2 < pot(X) < wr ? 
We do not know of any space X for which pot(X) is an infinite successor or lies 
strictly between o2 and w, . But we have not thought hard about the nonmetric case, 
so it would not be too surprising if easy examples turn up. 
Question 2 leads us to consider models in which there are uncountable C” sets 
which do not have the concentration properties of Theorem 5. Models of MA+ 1CH 
are natural to consider: in them every uncountable subset of [w of size less than 2” 
is C” [6], but is not concentrated about any co-uncountable subset. An earlier 
version of this paper showed that uncountable subsets of Iw have type w, in 
“standard” models of MA+ lCH, i.e., those obtained by ccc forcing over a model 
of CH. (This followed rather quickly from Theorem 10.) Recently, Fremlin improved 
this by showing that under MA+lCH no subset of [w has type strictly between w 
and w,. We include his proof here with his kind permission. 
’ Assuming CH, Stewart Baldwin recently constructed sets of reals of all limit types less than 0,. His 
paper containing this result will appear in this journal. 
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Theorem 7 ( p > wl).* If X is an uncountable second-countable T, -space, then pot(X) = 
WI. 
Proof. Let y < w1 and let CT be a strategy for player P in the game G,,(X). We will 
show that player 0 has a sequence ( Ve)C<,, of moves such that v(( VC)C<,) E V, for 
every CY < y and lJCCy V, f X. Fix a countable base 93 for the topology of X. For 
(Y s y say that @, is the set of families ( UC)C<, E CB3” such that o(( U’7)V<C) E U, for 
every [< (Y. For U = ( UC)C<, E 9313” write G(U) = UCCa UC. Fix a set Yc X of 
cardinal w, . 
Claim. For a S y we can construct inductively countable sets D, s X and countable 
families !pa E @, such that whenever a s /3 < y and J E [ Y\DplCW and u E qa there 
isa_VE~Osuchthat~=_V~aandJnG(V)~G(~). 
Start by setting DO = y$ = 0. For the inductive step to (Y + 1, set 
D ,+,=D,u{o(U): LJE~~], w,+,={_v:_v~~,+,,_Vrcy~~~}. 
For the inductive step to a nonzero limit ordinal (Y c y let D, = Up_ Dp, and set 
up a partially ordered set P as follows. Members of P are triples p = (&, fp, Jr,) 
where p, < CY, f, is a function from a finite subset of w to pD,, and Jr is a finite 
subset of Y\D,. Say that q ep if p, s /Iq, dom(&) s dom(f,), J,, G Jq and for every 
i E dom(fr), 
f,(i) =f,(i)fP,, 
Jp n G(f,(i)) G G(f,(i)). 
It is easy to check that P is partially ordered; also it is a-centered because 
p 2 (&,, fr, J) whenever J,, c J E [ Y\Da]<“‘. 
Forp<cr, UE~J$, JE[Y\D,]<~ set 
QPLU={P: 3iE W,P~ (P, {(i, LO), J)); 
using the inductive hypothesis we see that QpU, is dense in P For n E w set 
Qk = {P: n E dom(f,)] 
so that QL is also dense in l? Let R be a filter in P meeting every QpUJ and every 
QL. Set V,< = f,(i)(t) whenever p E R, i E dom(fp) and [<&; this is a consistent 
definition (because R is a filter) and ( l$)s<a E @, for each i E w. Set pe = 
{( VC>S<a : i E w}; it is straightforward to check that this works. 0 
Recall that a subset X of [w is a A-set if every countable subset of X is G, in X. 
We will show that the type of any uncountable A-set is strictly greater than w2.3 In 
the proof, it will be useful to consider a modification of our game in which P may 
choose a countable set of points at each stage (and 0 chooses an open set containing 
P’s chosen set). Let us call this the countable-open game. 
’ Recall that “p > w,” is equivalent to 
and Chapter 21.) _ 
“MA, holds for a-centered posets”. (See, e.g., [3, pp. 24-29 
3 We do not know if it is possible for a A-set to have type less than w, Baldwin’s sets (see footnote 
1)) contain sets concentrated about countable sets. 
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Lemma 8. Let X be a second countable T,-space. Then P has a winning strategy in 
G,.,(X) if and only if P has a winning strategy in the countable-open game of length 
a. 
Proof. Suppose a, is a winning strategy for P in the countable-open game of length 
(Y on a space X. Define a winning strategy for P in G,.,(X) as follows. In the first 
w steps, P makes sure to play each point of ~~((0)). Let U,, be the union of O’s 
plays so far. In the next w steps, P makes sure to play each point of rO(( U,)). It is 
easy to see how to continue and that this yields a winning strategy for P in Gw.a (X). 
Now suppose u is a winning strategy for P in G,.,(X), and let W be a countable 
base for X. We show P has a winning strategy in the countable-open game of length 
(Y. Let P’s first choice be Do = {c+((B,, B1 , . . . , B,)): n E w, each Bk E 93). Suppose 
U, 1 Do is O’s play. Then there exists a sequence s0 = (Bi, . . . , Bz, . . .) of length w 
with each Bz E 93 and a((Bz, . . . , BE_,)) E Bz c U, for all n. Let P play D, = 
{o(s~-(&, 4,. . ., B,)): n E w, Bk E 33 for each k s n}. If U, 1 D1 is O’s next play, 
then P considers a sequence s1 = (BA, B:, . . .) with B, E 9, a(~,-(B& . . . , BL_,)) E 
Bi and B!, c U, for all n. Continuing in this way, at stage p <(Y, let s = 
(Bi, By,. . . , . . . , B,Y, B:, . . .)v<p and let P play Dp ={(+(s-(BO,. . . , B,): n E w, 
each Bk E 93}, etc. Then at stage CY, the sequence (Bz, By,. . . , . . . , B,Y, B:, . . .),<, 
represents a complete play of game with P using a, so if V, = U,,<, B7;, then 
U y<a V, =X. But V, c U, for all y < (Y, so lJ,<a U, = X. 0 
Theorem 9. If X is an uncountable A-set, then pot(X) > w2. 
Proof. Having established Lemna 8, this proof is now the same as the proof of 
Telgarsky’s theorem. Indeed, if pot(X) < w2, then P has a winning strategy T in the 
countable-open game of length w. For each countable Y c X, choose open sets 
Jn(Y), nEw, with Y=n,E, J,,(Y). Let E be the union of all sets of the form 
4(J,( Yo), A,( Y,), f . . , Jn,( Y/c))), 
where each n, E w, and 
Yi = 4(J,( Yo), . . . , -c_,( K-1))) 
for is k. Then E is countable, so choose x,, E X\E. Then at stage k E w, 0 can 
choose J,,,( Yk) not containing x0, contradicting the assumption that T is a winning 
strategy. 0 
The following theorem may be relevant to Question 2, because it limits the ways 
in which ground model sets can be “forced” to be counterexamples; it says that the 
type of a set cannot be lowered by ccc forcing. For example, while the ground 
model reals may become C” in a ccc forcing extension, the type remains wl. 
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Theorem 10. In the set-theoretic universe V, suppose X is a second countable T, -space, 
pot(X) = (Y, and P is a ccc poset. Then VP + “pot(X) 2 a”. 
Proof. Suppose that pot(X) = p < (Y in VP, and let (+E VP be a winning strategy 
for P in G,(X) (played in VP). Let 24 E V be a basis for X. We can consider (T as 
a function from the set 33’p to X which tells P to play c+((B,),,,) if the B, are 
O’s first 6 choices. Let p = p + k, where p is a limit ordinal and k E w. Since (+ is a 
winning strategy, whenever ( Bv)v<P is a sequence such that a((B,),,s) E Bs for 
each 6 < /3 (i.e., P has been using u and 0 has been following the rules), then 
IX\US<P &I s k. Given any sequence 6 = (B,),,, of elements of 6 c p, define in 
VP the maximal good subsequence mgs( i) as follows. Let y. < 6 be the least such 
that a(O) E B,; let y1 > y. be least such that cr((B,)) E B,, , . . . . If ‘y, has been 
defined for all p < v, let yy < 6 be least such that yu > y, for each p < Y and 
4(&&J E B,“. If a stage vc S is reached such that no such yu exists, let 
mgs(B) = (B,),,,. Note the following about mgs(6): 
(i) if g’ extends l?, then mgs(g’) extends mgs(@); 
(ii) if B = (B,,)v,P and mgs(6) E %‘O, then IX\lJ,<p B,I s k (because mgs(g) is 
a subsequence of 2 that corresponds to a play of the game). 
We do the above so that we can define in VP a function u*: (3<‘)” + X by 
u*(2) = a(mgs(ti)). 
If P and 0 are playing in V, P does not know what a*(i) is for some sequence 
g, but P does know a countable set E(i) c X such that a*(g) E 2( 6): this follows 
from the fact that P is ccc (see, e.g. [9, Lemma VII.5.51). We will show that P can 
use this knowledge to win in G,(X) in V. 
We may assume that 0 always chooses a member of 22, for P could always pick 
a member B of 3 contained in O’s actual choice, and play as if 0 picked B. In the 
first w stages, P makes sure to choose every point of E(6) infinitely often, for every 
finite subsequence B’ of O’s first w choices. Suppose go = (B, : n E o) are O’s choices. 
During the next w stages, P makes sure to choose every point of E( go-$) infinitely 
often, for every finite subsequence 6 of O’s next w choices. Continue like this until 
stage p; let l?=(B,),,, be O’s choices. Using property (ii) above of mgs(g), we 
will show jX\&a ByI c k by showing that mgs(6) has length p. Let us show that 
for each limit ordinal (Y </I, mgs(g] (Y) is a sequence of length cx. By way of 
contradiction, suppose (Y is the least such that this fails. By property (i) above, (Y 
is not a limit of limits, i.e., (Y = cr’+ w for some limit (Y’. Now mgs(i]cu’) = (ByJyCaS, 
and a*(g]cu’)=a(($ ?,, ,<,,)~2(6]cy’). ) By the way P plays the game, there 
is an no< w such that o((B,),,,S)~ B,(+%, there is an n,> no such that 
4(B,),<,,-(B,,+,)) E E/t,, , and so on. It follows that mgs(g] cz) has length (Y. 
Thus mgs(g) has length p. But this means that there are at most k points still 
uncovered, so pot(X) s p < (Y in V, a contradiction. The theorem follows. 0 
Another question concerns the existence of special kinds of strategies. Galvin 
and Telgarsky [5] show that for any space X, if P has a winning strategy in G,,,(X), 
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then he has one which depends only on the union of O’s previous moves. Their 
proof breaks down for games of longer length, but a natural conjecture is that P 
should only need to know the union of O’s previous moves, and perhaps the ordinal 
number of the move (so he knows how many moves he has left). It turns out that 
for subsets X of IF! having type <w2, the extension of Galvin and Telgarsky’s theorem 
holds. 
Theorem 11. Let X be a second countable T,-space and let pot(X) = LY. If a = o, or 
(Y s w2, then P has a winning strategy in G,(X) which depends only on the union of 
O’s previous moves. 
Proof. It is clear if LY 6 w (from [5], or the fact that X is countable in this case). 
It is also clear (for any hereditarily Lindeliif space) from the proof of Theorem 1 
if ff =w,. 
Suppose (Y = w. 2. Then X is concentrated about a countable set D. Fix a 
well-ordering of the collection 021 of all nonempty open subsets of X, as well as 
well-orderings in order type SW of all countable subsets of X. For U E 011, define 
m(U) E X as follows. 
Case 1: U$D. 
Let a(U) be the first point of D not in U in the well-ordering of D. 
Case 2: U 1 D. 
Let V be the first open set such that D c Vc U. Let o(U) be the first point of 
X\U in the well-ordering of X\V. 
Now suppose (Op)p<W.~ is a sequence of O’s plays, with P playing m(lJpca 0,) 
at stage (Y. Let U, = UPca 0,. Clearly U,,, 2 D. For each n < w, let V,, be the first 
open set such that D c V,, c Uw+“. Since the U are increasing, there exists VE % 
such that V,, = V for sufficiently large n. Then P eventually picks every point of 
x\ v, so x = u,., = (_lp<w.2 0,. (A well-ordering trick similar to the above and the 
below is a key part of the main result of [5].) 
A similar argument shows that the theorem holds if (Y < w2, e.g., suppose pot(X) = 
w . 3. Then there is a countable set D c X such that for every open set U containing 
D, X\ U is concentrated about some countable subset E ( U) of X\ U. Again, fix 
well-orderings of the collection % of all open sets, and enumerations in order type 
SW of all countable subsets of X. If U 3 D, let a( U) be the first point in the 
enumeration of D which is not in U. If U 1 D and X\ U is uncountable, let V be 
the first open set such that D c Vc U, and let V( U) be the first point in the 
enumeration of E(V) which is not in U. If U 1 D and X\U is countable, let W 
be the first open set such that D c W c U and X\ W is countable. Then let a( U) 
be the first point in the enumeration of X\ W which is not in U. It is easy to verify 
that this works. 
Finally, suppose (Y = w2. By Lemma 8, P has a winning strategy in the countable- 
open game of length W. By [5, Theorem 11, P has a winning strategy U* in this game 
which depends only on the union of O’s previous moves. 
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For U open in X, U # X, we define a( U) E X as follows. Again, fix a well-ordering 
of the collection Q of open sets, and enumerations in order type SW of countable 
subsets of X. 
Let U E Ou. Define a sequence p(U) E Qc’” as follows. Let V, be the first open 
set such that a”(0) = V,c U, V, the first such that a*( V,) = V, = U, . . . . Since U # X, 
we will reach an n E w such that V*(Ui<n Vi) g U. Define P(U) = (V,, . . . , V,,), and 
let a(U) be the first point of o*(UiGn V,) not in U. 
Suppose P plays according to a, and let U,, a < w2, be the union of O’s first cy 
moves. Let W, be the first open set containing o*(0) and contained in some U,. If 
W,, has been defined, let W,,,, be the first open set containing o*(Uisn W,) and 
contained in some U,. If W,, can be defined for all n, then W,,‘s are O’s choices in 
a play of the countable open game with P using (T*, so X = lJ,, W, = U { U, : LY < w’}. 
So without loss of generality, we reach a stage n such that no open set containing 
(~*(u,~~ Wi) is contained in some U,, while Sign W, c U, for some p < w2. Then 
Q(U~+k)=(W”,..., W,,) for all kE w. But it follows from the definition of u that 
u*(UiGn wi)c Uktw u(3+k = ufi+w. This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
We conclude our paper by acknowledging a debt to papers of Berner and Juhasz 
[2, 1, 71. In those papers, they consider a dual game in which at stage p, 0 chooses 
an open set Up = X, then P chooses a point pp E U,. One says 0 wins if P’s points 
are dense in X. (They consider variations on this, e.g., declaring 0 the winner if 
P’s points are somewhere dense.) Of course, this game is not interesting in the realm 
of separable metric spaces, for then 0 obviously has a winning strategy in the game 
of length o. But they ask the question analogous to ours, also unsolved as far as 
we know, of the existence of a topological space X and an ordinal CY between w2 
and w, , such that 0 has a winning strategy in the game of length cr, but not in any 
shorter game. Also, the existence of special kinds of winning strategies for this game 
is considered in [l]. 
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